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Abstract

This are some notes how to draw a revolving bezier curve with for

TEX, using the pstricks and pst-3dplot.

1 Introduction

Using TEX or LATEX, the package pstricks together with pst-vue3d, pst-3d,
pst-3dplot, and pst-gr3d allows to draw three dimensional images. These
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packages is described in more detail in [1], chapter 27–30. Frequently needed
graphics objects such as a cube, a sphere, a cylinder, a cone and so on were
predefined, so that they can easily be used.

Sometimes bezier curves seem to be the best approximations for non linear
structures, as for example the two orange bezier curves that fits quite well the
cooling towers of the nuclear power plant in cevaux, france1. The question was
rised if it is possible to redraw the three dimensional structure. However, no
revolving bezier curve were predefined. In the following section an attempt is
made to fill this gap.

2 Drawing revolving bezier curves

This section has two part. First \mybezier is redefined, that draws a bezier
curve. The difference to the usual \psbezier is that \mybezier plots bezier
curves by the means of a \parametricplot from pst-plot–package. This allows
in the second part to extend the definition to plot a revolving bezier curve using
\parametricplotThreeD.

2.1 Drawing a bezier curve

Let bi ∈ <2, i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, be the control points of a bezier curve and let the
function f : [0, 1] → <2 be defined by

f(t) = b0 · (1 − t)3 + 3b1 · t · (1 − t)2 + 3b2 · t
2 · (1 − t) + b3 · t

3,

then it is well known that the bezier curve equals the image f [0, 1], see [2]. The
function f expands to

f(t) = (((b3 − 3b2 + 3b1 − b0) · t + 3b2 − 6b1 + 3b0) · t + 3b1 − 3b0) · t + b0,

This permits to define \mybezier, which works analog to \psbezier, as follows

\def\mybezier(#1,#2)(#3,#4)(#5,#6)(#7,#8){%

\parametricplot{0}{1}{%

%x

#7 3 #5 mul sub 3 #3 mul add #1 sub t mul

3 #5 mul add 6 #3 mul sub 3 #1 mul add t mul

3 #3 mul add 3 #1 mul sub t mul

#1 add

%y

#8 3 #6 mul sub 3 #4 mul add #2 sub t mul

3 #6 mul add 6 #4 mul sub 3 #2 mul add t mul

3 #4 mul add 3 #2 mul sub t mul

#2 add

} %end of \parametricplot

} %end of \mybezier

1Photo courtesy from Jean-Michel Sarlat [3]; converted to eps graphics format by the
author
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Notice that the second component in the \parametricplot is analog to the
first, exempt that #k is replaced #k + 1 with k ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7}.

2.2 Extension to three dimensions

The \def’inition of \mybezier generalizes easily to a revolving the bezier curve,
called \mybezierThreeD. The first component has to be duplicated. Afterwards
the original first component is multiplied by cosu and the copy by sinu. The
result is

\def\mybezierThreeD(#1,#2)(#3,#4)(#5,#6)(#7,#8){%

\parametricplotThreeD(0,1)(0,360){%

%x

#7 3 #5 mul sub 3 #3 mul add #1 sub t mul

3 #5 mul add 6 #3 mul sub 3 #1 mul add t mul

3 #3 mul add 3 #1 mul sub t mul

#1 add

u cos mul

%y

#7 3 #5 mul sub 3 #3 mul add #1 sub t mul

3 #5 mul add 6 #3 mul sub 3 #1 mul add t mul

3 #3 mul add 3 #1 mul sub t mul

#1 add

u sin mul

%z

#8 3 #6 mul sub 3 #4 mul add #2 sub t mul

3 #6 mul add 6 #4 mul sub 3 #2 mul add t mul

3 #4 mul add 3 #2 mul sub t mul

#2 add

} %end of \parametricplot

} %end of \def\mybezierThreeD

Given this definition is the plot of

\begin{pspicture}(-330,-60)(330,-1012)

\mybezierThreeD(211,-197)(192,-493)(197,-583)(329,-973)

%%%% bottom and top

\pstThreeDCircle(0,0,-973)(329,0,0)(0,329,0)

\pstThreeDCircle(0,0,-197)(211,0,0)(0,211,0)

%\end{pspicture}

\end{pspicture}

looks as follows
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